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The City of Palm Coast and Diamond Communications have entered 

into a collaborative partnership to create infrastructure that improve 

wireless service for the residents and businesses of Palm Coast 

Executive Summary 

The Wireless Master Plan is a City-wide strategy to facilitate the improvement of wireless 

communications infrastructure in an efficient and organized manner. Wireless communications is 

rapidly becoming an essential piece of our society. The ability to, wherever you are, connect with 

relatives, colleagues, friends and services (including emergency services) is no longer a luxury, 

but depended upon by nearly everyone. High quality wireless service requires a robust carrier 

network with sufficient infrastructure to meet all users’ needs. Palm Coast’s existing towers and 

infrastructure are not sufficient to provide adequate service to all residents and businesses. The 

City and Diamond’s shared goal is to develop infrastructure that enables carriers to provide high 

quality wireless service to Palm Coast residents and businesses while maintaining control over the 

proliferation of cell sites throughout the City.  

Following a review of the City’s current ordinance and an assessment of existing wireless 

infrastructure in Palm Coast, Diamond and City staff collectively determined that the City’s 

current treatment of wireless development in the ordinance presents a significant obstacle to 

wireless carriers trying to improve their network quality in the city. Given constraints on carrier 

budgets and the widespread need for additional cellular sites, an ordinance with onerous and costly 

requirements and highly uncertain outcomes can encourage carriers to focus their priorities and 

resources on alternative areas with lower resistance. This can result in cities with difficult 

ordinances being left behind in network quality and development. The goal of the Wireless 

Master Plan is to:  

 Create a pathway to better wireless infrastructure and set the stage for 5G 

connectivity in Palm Coast. 

 Preserve the City’s control of new wireless infrastructure development 

 Provide additional long-term revenue to support other City projects 

What is the Wireless Master Plan? The Wireless Master Plan focuses on a select group of City-

owned properties that are well positioned to accommodate wireless infrastructure in the areas of 

the City most in need of improved service. Selected properties will be granted a streamlined track 

for carriers to deploy infrastructure that bring the residents and businesses of Palm Coast the 

connectivity they desire. 

The City’s appointed Fiber and Cell Tower (“FACT”) team and Diamond have 

worked closely to develop a strategy that optimizes wireless infrastructure development for 

Palm Coast. We appreciate interest, input and questions from all City officials and citizens. 
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1. Background 

 In November, 2015, the City released a Request for Proposals for wireless consultation 

services. The RFP sought qualified wireless infrastructure companies to assist the City in finding 

a solution for the marginal service experienced by many of its residents. The City selected 

Diamond in May of 2017 to: 

 Review the City’s existing ordinance and assist in creating a more efficient process around 

wireless development 

 Market the City’s existing towers and properties to wireless carriers for the deployment of 

their networks 

 Coordinate wireless development activities on City properties 

 Provide administrative support on leasing, approvals, billing and collection and 

maintenance 

Diamond, with input and assistance from City staff, developed a draft Wireless Master Plan 

that identified areas of the City most in need of improved wireless service and suggested revisions 

to the Ordinance to facilitate network deployment.  

Diamond met with the City Manager, the FACT team and other City employees in 

September, 2017 to discuss its analysis and make recommendations as to how the City could create 

a path toward better connectivity. The City and Diamond discussed the recommendations and 

together developed a plan to move forward, including proposed revisions to the Ordinance and a 

City analysis on select properties in areas which would benefit from additional wireless 

infrastructure. Over the past three months, the City and Diamond have worked together to create 

a Wireless Master Plan that both parties feel represent the best interests of Palm Coast.  
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2. Who is Diamond Communications? 

Diamond Communications is a leading owner, developer 

and manager of wireless infrastructure in the U.S. We are 

headquartered in New Jersey, with offices in nine states. 

We employ over 40 individuals including experienced 

engineering, construction, sales, administrative, legal and business professionals with a broad 

collective knowledge of the wireless industry. 

Highly Experienced Team – A number of Diamond’s key executives and professionals have been 

in the wireless industry since its inception in the early 1990s. As a company, we have overseen the 

deployment of thousands of cell sites across a wide variety of assets. Our employees and executives 

have held key positions at both wireless carriers and infrastructure providers. We have built hundreds 

of towers across the Nation and own and manage numerous towers in Florida.  

Accomplished Site Manager - We market over 200,000 assets nationwide, including 3,300 in 

Florida, and have established a track record for successfully increasing wireless infrastructure 

deployment and revenue on our clients’ assets in a manner that complements their core objectives. Our 

larger clients include: 

 FirstEnergy – a diversified energy company with 10 subsidiaries and infrastructure stretching 

from the Indiana-Ohio border through to the New Jersey shoreline 

 OUTFRONT Media Inc. – A leading out-of-home advertising company with 26,000 

billboards across the country including over 2,400 in Florida 

 The United Methodist Church – One of the largest denominations in the U.S. with over 

28,000 church properties nationwide 

 Canadian Pacific Railway – A Class I railroad with over 3,100 miles of track in the northern 

U.S. 

 The Ohio Turnpike and Infrastructure Commission – A public commission overseeing the 

management of the Ohio Turnpike, a 241-mile highway across Northern Ohio 

Strong Carrier Relationships - We have strong relationships at both the regional and national 

levels of wireless carrier organizations including key personnel in the North-Central Florida network 

planning offices. Diamond has also established a significant presence in the market for new wireless 

technologies including outdoor Wifi, small cells and Internet of Things (“IoT”) deployments. 

Diamond is management controlled with additional financing provided by both individual and 

institutional sources, including Goldman Sachs Group (NYSE: GS) and Och-Ziff Real Estate, an 

affiliate of Och-Ziff Capital Management (NYSE: OZM). 

Diamond’s resources, relationships, people-focused approach, industry knowledge and 

experience provide Palm Coast with a fully-integrated team of wireless infrastructure 

development and operational professionals. 
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3. The Wireless Industry – A Brief History and Overview 

In the past twenty years, the number of wireless subscriptions in the United States has 

grown from 55 to 416 million. Cell phones and tablets have evolved from an exclusive, niche 

product into a staple of our everyday lives and an essential piece of our personal, public and 

professional communities. Additionally, first responders, transport (connected cars), home 

management service provides and industrial companies are increasingly utilizing wireless 

communications technology as part of their core operations. 

Consumption and demand for wireless services is increasing (expected to grow 330% by 

2021) as wireless technology and available content provides customers with a consistently 

improving user experience. The type of consumption of wireless services has evolved from the 

simple (texts and calls) to the highly complex data demands of today (GPS, video, social 

networking, applications, gaming, etc.). These services require significantly more bandwidth from 

provider networks and, compounded with the general increase in mobile use and increased 

availability of “unlimited” data plans, place heavy strain on network capacity – the ability of the 

carriers’ existing network to provide wireless services to its customers at the quality level expected 

by those customers. Maintaining a robust network and keeping pace with the network requirements 

of evolving wireless technology (4G, LTE and soon 5G) is mission critical for wireless carriers. 

A major component in network infrastructure investment is the acquiring of spectrum 

licenses from the federal government – additional spectrum creates more bandwidth for customers. 

To incorporate new spectrum into their networks, carriers require further investment in their 

existing sites (typically the addition or replacement of antennas and installation of tower mounted 

radio units) and the development of new sites. There have been a number of recent, highly 

publicized spectrum auctions, which will likely motivate carriers to perform significant national 

upgrades to their existing sites and invest in network expansion. 

In addition to personal consumption of wireless 

data, high quality wireless services are becoming essential 

in other applications, including emergency services and the 

Internet of Things (“IoT”). The U.S. government is 

investing $7 billion in a national cellular network for first responders, known as FirstNet. 

All 50 States have opted into the service, which will require the deployment/upgrade (operated 

and managed by AT&T) of thousands of traditional macro sites across the U.S.  

IoT is the rapidly emerging industry of connected objects – objects that can be monitored 

or controlled remotely or provide data to users/operators. The IoT market is expected to grow from 

6 billion to 20 billion devices by 2020. Examples of IoT applications include smart city 

applications (street lights, traffic monitoring, etc.) and smart homes (smart thermostats, air 

conditioning units, lights, etc.). IoT networks are being actively deployed across the U.S. by both 

established wireless carriers and well-capitalized new entrants that use both licensed and 

unlicensed spectrum. 
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New Developments – The Advanced Wireless Infrastructure Deployment Act 

 With wireless data demand at an all-time high and increasing exponentially, carriers are 

scrambling to develop networks that can accommodate such heavy traffic. A key planned solution 

is, deploying possibly over a million mini-antennas (small cells – described in the next section) 

predominately in urban areas across the country to supplement the existing macro-site network. 

However, the scale of this deployment presents both an enormous operational challenge and cost 

to the carriers. Carriers are lobbying across the country for the right to use public-rights-of-way 

and utility poles for these deployments with significantly reduced local zoning and other permitting 

processes. The implications of such legislation is particularly impactful to homeowners who in 

many areas are concerned that their streets and neighborhoods could be inundated with new 

antennas and support structures and municipal governments, which would have reduced control 

over developments in their jurisdictions. A number of States, including Florida, have taken 

measures to enable such deployments. 

Despite significant objections from Florida municipalities and the Florida League of Cities, 

the Advanced Wireless Infrastructure Deployment Act became effective on July 1, 2017. The 

statute puts significant restrictions on a municipality’s ability to 

regulate the deployment of equipment designated as “small 

cell”, including the municipalities’ ability to restrict carriers 

from (i) erecting poles in the right-of-way, (ii) attaching 

antennas to existing poles, (iii) adding supporting equipment 

cabinets (see right) below existing and new poles or (iv) charge 

a competitive market rate for using the right-of-way. This may 

facilitate proliferation of small cell deployments across Florida 

particularly in areas of high user density. 
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4. What Is Wireless Infrastructure? 

 Wireless Infrastructure is a broad phrase describing the physical components of a wireless 

network - including antennas, radio base stations, cell towers and fiber routes – that support 

wireless communication between individuals, businesses, governments and objects. Signals 

carrying information originate from individual sources and travel through the network to their 

intended recipient(s). 

 

 

 

There are many types of wireless communications including personal communication (cell 

phones), WiFi, AM and FM radio, machine to machine/IoT and a growing number of others. The 

primary goal of the Wireless Master Plan is to improve personal communications service in Palm 

Coast, although the plan may result in ancillary improvements in the provision of other wireless 

services. 
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Personal communications services in the U.S. 

are provided predominantly by four wireless carriers – 

Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile and Sprint (see user 

distribution chart right). The carriers hold licenses to 

spectrum (airwaves or frequencies) that give them the 

exclusive right in certain markets to broadcast their 

customers’ phone calls, messages, information 

requests and data across those airwaves. To do this, 

each carrier operates a national network comprised of 

tens of thousands of cell sites, with that number 

expected to approach a million (each), including small 

cells over the next few years.  

Carrier network engineers have two related 

primary goals: providing coverage and capacity. Coverage is the provision of wireless 

connectivity in a given area. Capacity is the network’s ability to host simultaneous users and types 

of data use – e.g. texts vs. video messaging. Capacity constraints (many simultaneous users) can 

have the effect of “shrinking” a site’s coverage area often meaning that carriers need more sites 

than their original network deployments provided.  

There are three key types of cell sites typically deployed by the carriers to support 

their networks: 

Macro Cells  

Description 

Traditional antennas used for personal wireless 

communications. A macro cell can cover a radius 

anywhere from a quarter of a mile to five miles 

depending on numerous factors including user density, 

antenna height and topography. They remain the most 

effective coverage and capacity technology – a single 

macro cell can achieve the same coverage objective as up 

to 12 small cells (described below) – and are expected to 

remain the core of wireless networks. A macro cell 

deployment typically consists of six to twelve panel 

antennas (from three to six feet in length) mounted in a 

triangular pattern and a radio base station housed in a 

small shelter or shed at the base of the tower or roof. A 

key near-term area of macro cell growth is the 

deployment of FirstNet by AT&T, a national first 

Verizon
35%

AT&T
32%

T-
Mobile

17%

Sprint
14%

Carrier U.S. Market Share -
Subscribers

Diamond Tower in Ocala, FL 
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responder network utilizing 4G LTE quality service described in Section 3 above.  

Typical Infrastructure 

Macro cells are primarily deployed on cell towers and rooftops with first preference to 

cell towers as they are deliberately constructed to support the carriers’ operational needs. There 

are numerous tower types which each present advantages and disadvantages. A key differentiator 

is non-concealed and concealed towers. 

Non-Concealed – Traditional cell towers including monopoles, lattice and guyed 

towers that are not designed to blend in with natural surroundings. Non-concealed is the preferred 

solution for network deployment for numerous reasons including: 

 High flexibility for collocating, upgrading and modifying 

equipment –the ease of adding/modifying equipment is 

increasingly important as capacity constraints and 

technological changes necessitate more frequent upgrades. 

Flexible solutions better enable the carriers to meet their 

subscribers’ changing needs. 

 More cost effective – concealment of antennas often 

requires design specialists that increase the cost of 

deployment and may deter carriers from installing or 

upgrading equipment. 

 Easier and safer for crews to work on – fewer components to work around (e.g. artificial 

branches, fiberglass pole coverings, flags, halyards, etc.). 

Concealed – Cell towers designed to either blend in with surroundings or be aesthetically 

pleasing to the surrounding community. Designs include pine trees (monopines), flagpoles, silos 

and clock towers. While carriers and tower developers will develop and collocate on concealed 

structures when zoning authorities or landlords demand it, stealth is not a preferred solution 

because: 

 Many designs constrain carriers’ ability to collocate and 

upgrade their equipment  

o Certain designs (particularly flagpoles) restrict the 

carriers’ current and future ability to add/modify the 

equipment necessary to meet their customers’ 

connectivity demands – this is an active issue for carriers 

upgrading equipment on Palm Coast flagpole sites. 

o This constraint deters carrier investment as the value of 

deploying its expensive equipment is significantly 

diminished by the increased risk of being unable to 

upgrade the equipment in the future. 
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 More costly – concealment of antennas and ongoing modifications often require specialists 

that come at a high price and may deter carriers from installing or upgrading equipment. 

 More obstacles and safety issues for crews – Many concealment techniques have additional 

components that crews have to either dismantle or work around, which can mean more time 

“in the air” performing more complex tasks. 
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Small Cells  

Description – Small cells provide more bandwidth and higher data 

speeds in targeted areas. Small cells are expected to comprise a 

significant role in the preparation of carrier networks for 5G 

connectivity with some analysts estimating over a million 

deployments per carrier in the next five years. Minimal spatial 

requirements mean small cells can be deployed on a large variety 

of existing structures. Importantly, small cells are generally not 

considered to be a substitute for macro cells but rather 

constitute complementary infrastructure that amplifies 

wireless service in areas of need.  

Palm Coast’s current infrastructure does not appear to be at a 

point where small cells could provide a holistic solution for 

wireless service. With further macro site development, small cells may become a suitable 

option to bolster service quality in high density areas of Palm Coast. 

 

Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS) and WiFi 

DAS and WiFi provide coverage and capacity in confined areas, 

primarily inside medium to large sized buildings, where outdoor networks 

have difficulty penetrating. DAS and WiFi objectives can often also be 

accomplished with small cells. DAS is usually the best solution for high 

capacity venues/locations such as stadiums, malls, airports, and college 

campuses. 

FirstNet 

FirstNet’s initial roll out will predominantly be over AT&T’s macro site network. 

AT&T will add antennas to its existing sites and deploy new sites that transmit FirstNet’s exclusive 

spectrum band – 700 MHz – to as many citizens as it can reasonably accommodate. This means 

that AT&T will not only require additional sites, but towers and infrastructure with the capacity 

for the upgrades/changes necessary to accommodate FirstNet. 

The Wireless Master Plan will encourage monopoles as the optimal solution 

to improve Palm Coast’s wireless service. The Wireless Master Plan is designed to 

optimize the development of new cellular infrastructure in the City and reliable, high 

quality monopoles will best enable all four carriers’ to meet Palm Coast’s long term 

wireless needs with the fewest number of new wireless sites. 
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5. Industry Best Practices 

 As Palm Coast’s partner and an expert in the wireless field, Diamond will apply industry 

best practices to all its infrastructure projects and hold the carriers and other wireless 

infrastrucutre developers to the same standard. 

 

What are “Best Practices” in the wireless infrastructure industry? 

When deploying a new site, a carrier or wireless infrastructure owner must 

conduct... 

 Engineered tower foundation & tower structural design taking into account the tower type, 

design loading (usually contemplating a full antenna array from all four carriers), the results 

of the geotechnical study and wind loading as set forth in the then-current Electronic Industries 

Alliance / Telecommunication Industries Association (“EIA/TIA”) standard included in the 

current version of the International Building Code adopted by the State of Florida, Flagler 

County or the City of Palm Coast 

 Ensure that all relevant engineering analyses reflect wind/storm possibilities in the region. 

 Geotechnical investigation of the condition of the soils at the tower site 

 Engineered compound and site design including drainage plan if needed 
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 Completion of a National Environmental Policy Act Checklist by a qualified environmental 

scientist which includes completion of an acceptable Environmental Site Assessment under the 

then-current standard (Phase I and if necessary Phase II) and a review of the parcel to ensure: 

o It is not located in an officially designated wilderness area or preserve 

o Development of the tower does not affect listed threatened or endangered species or 

designated critical inhabitants 

o Development of the tower would not affect districts, sites, buildings, structures or 

objects significant in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering or culture 

that are listed or are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places 

 Review of the parcel to ensure development of the tower would not affect Indian religious 

sites 

 Review of the parcel to ensure it is not located in a flood plain 

 Review of the parcel to ensure development of the tower will not involve significant change 

in surface features (e.g., wetland fill, deforestation or water diversion) 

 Review of the parcel to ensure that development of the tower will not cause human exposure 

to levels of radiofrequency radiation in excess of FCC adopted guidelines 

When constructing or overseeing the deployment of a new site, Diamond will... 

 Use licensed contractors with proven capability to complete the tower construction tasks and 

insurance policies in industry appropriate amounts to cover potential liability in the unlikely 

event of accidents 

 Review the close-out package provided by the contractor to ensure the engineered design has 

been followed 

 Visit each tower 4 times per year to mitigate vegetation in the compound, ensure proper 

safety signage is located at the tower site and visually inspect for damage to the compound, 

grounding of the tower and compound fence 

 Commission a EIA/TIA inspection by a professional engineering firm as required under 

current EIA/TIA guidelines (currently every 5 years for a monopole or self-support towers or 

every 3 years for a guyed tower) 

 Work to correct any deficiencies found in the EIA/TIA inspections 
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6. The Analysis 

Diamond performed a radio frequency (“RF”) and real estate analysis of wireless 

infrastructure in and around Palm Coast to identify areas of inadequate wireless service and 

develop efficient possible solutions to enhance the wireless experience of the City. The analysis 

was structured with the following steps: 

1. Consolidate all available information on existing wireless infrastructure in the City including 

information gathered by Diamond on site visits and in its review of lease agreements and permitting 

documents 

2. Identify each carrier’s antenna placements and heights in and around the City 

3. Run a RF signal propagation – model the area covered by each cell site – to determine each carriers’ 

potential existing service area 

4. Identify possible existing service gaps 

5. Identify existing infrastructure (towers) where carriers could collocate to mitigate the identified 

existing service gaps 

6. Identify areas where new infrastructure would be required to mitigate identified service gaps 

7. Identify properties within those areas suitable to accommodate new wireless infrastructure 

8. Run RF signal propagation on those properties to confirm network compatibility 

9. Identify alternative properties 

10. Provide findings to FACT Team 

11. FACT Team and other Palm Coast officials assess feasibility of suggested properties 

12. FACT Team and Diamond establish Wireless Master Plan list for City Council approval 

What is RF Propagation? 

The RF Propagation assesses the area a signal can 

reach while maintaining a certain consistency that enables 

modern cellular capabilities (GPS, picture messaging, 

clear voice calls, etc.) given key factors including: 

 Frequency in use – higher frequencies can transmit 

information more rapidly, but dissipate more quickly 

over distance: think Bluetooth vs. Cellular. FirstNet 

will use the 700 MHz band, similar to that of your 

carrier. 

 Topography and land characteristics – hills and 

trees can block or disrupt signals, limiting the 

propagation area 
Note: Carriers’ network planning decisions are based on numerous factors including those 

listed above, budgets, corporate priorities, user base, environmental considerations, zoning and 

permitting restrictions among and others. The analysis performed is intended to be only 

indicative of carrier coverage needs in Palm Coast. 
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Steps 1-3 - Identify carrier coverage patterns: 

 

 

  

Diamond consolidated a list of all towers 

and rooftop installations in and around the 

City using available permitting information 

(local, FCC, FAA), leases and construction 

drawings. In addition, we performed a 

desktop analysis, comparing carrier coverage 

maps with identified sites and a boots-on-the 

ground analysis to confirm our findings. We 

then began our individual carrier analysis 

which included confirming:  

 Which structures each carrier was 

collocated on 

 The height of the collocation 

 The likely frequency band the carrier 

is operating on 

Once we collected this 

information, we ran a propagation 

analysis to map the possible existing 

network service pattern of each 

major carrier in the City. 
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Steps 4-5 – Identify Possible Existing Coverage Gaps and Existing 

Infrastructure Solutions 

 

By running a propagation model for each of the four carriers’ locations, we were able to 

create a rudimentary mapping of their service areas in the City. After identifying likely gaps in 

service quality (“Service Gaps” above), we overlaid existing tower locations and identified towers 

with the optimal location to mitigate those drops in service quality (“Existing Solutions” above). 

We assessed the highest available space the carrier could place its equipment on these towers, then 

ran a propagation model to map the theoretical impact of such a collocation. 
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Steps 6-10 – Identify Remaining Gaps and Possible Solutions, Model New 

Tower Propagation and Provide Findings to FACT Team 

 

After modeling the maximum improvement in service the carriers can achieve by utilizing 

existing sites, we reassessed the remaining service gaps (“Remaining Gaps” above). Diamond 

identified City owned properties within these coverage gaps on which i) a new tower could 

optimally mitigate the poor service quality and ii) there is sufficient/suitable space for the 

placement of such a new tower. We then modeled the service impact of adding towers to these 

locations (“Original Solutions” above). Diamond identified 10 “core” sites with 74 possible 

alternatives. Diamond presented its analysis to the FACT Team in September 2017 for review.  
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Step 11 – FACT Team and other City employees assess the feasibility of 

Diamond’s identified properties 

The FACT Team worked closely with the GIS and 

Planning departments to analyze Diamond’s 

suggested properties and assess their feasibility 

for new tower builds. The City assessed: 

 Proximity to homes – properties selected 

would provide wireless service to homes with 

appropriate separation and minimal visual impact 

of new infrastructure. 

 Future development plans – Tower sites 

could not interfere with future/existing plans for 

developing parcels 

 Environmental considerations – Whether 

the site was in a floodplain or in too close 

proximity to an existing or planned body of water. 

 Other characteristics – Nature preserves, 

utility use, etc. 

 

After careful analysis and consultation 

with Diamond, the FACT Team produced a list 

of 29 properties for inclusion in the Master 

Plan. The list of 29 properties includes: 

 25 City-Owned Properties – 

Municipal properties that match service 

needs and are capable of accommodating 

towers per the parameters described above. 

 4 Other Public Properties – 

Properties that would be explored as 

options for development if a City-Owned 

location is unsuitable to either the City or 

the carriers’ network plans. 

 

 

 

Why are there more properties in the 

Wireless Master Plan than required 

towers? 

 Carrier network structures are very 

complex 

 Sites that may appear to fill coverage 

gaps could interfere with the intricate 

mesh of the network plan in a given area 

 Small location adjustments, i.e. placing a 

tower on a neighboring parcel, can make 

an infeasible site feasible 

Maintaining, where possible, some 

location optionality will maximize the 

Plan’s chance for success – our analysis is 

indicative of carrier coverage gaps and not 

intended to be a precise summary of 

carrier needs. 
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Step 12 – FACT Team Confirms List of Properties for Master Plan 

 The below listed and mapped properties were carefully selected by the FACT team and 

other Palm Coast employees. See Appendices for more information on the selected parcels. 

Master Plan 
Name 

New 
Development 

Area # Parcel Owner Acreage Location 

1A 1 Palm Coast 1.0 Southern Palm Coast 

1B 1 Palm Coast 18.1 Southern Palm Coast 

2A 2 Palm Coast 12.4 Southern Palm Coast 

2B 2 Flagler Schools 22.6 Southern Palm Coast 

2C 2 Palm Coast 46.4 Southern Palm Coast 

2D 2 Palm Coast 4.1 Southern Palm Coast 

3A 3 Flagler County 52.3 Southern Palm Coast 

3B 3 Palm Coast 13.0 Southern Palm Coast 

3C 3 Palm Coast 1.5 Southern Palm Coast 

4A 4 Palm Coast 4.4 East-Central Palm Coast (I-95) 

4B 4 Palm Coast 4.0 East-Central Palm Coast (I-95) 

4C 4 Palm Coast 1.3 East-Central Palm Coast (I-95) 

4D 4 Palm Coast 7.6 East-Central Palm Coast (I-95) 

4E 4 Palm Coast 1.6 East-Central Palm Coast (I-95) 

4F 4 Palm Coast 4.1 East-Central Palm Coast (I-95) 

5A 5 Palm Coast 54.7 East-Central Palm Coast (I-95) 

5B 5 Palm Coast 83.3 East-Central Palm Coast (I-95) 

6A 6 Palm Coast 1.2 Northeastern Palm Coast 

7A 7 Palm Coast 1.9 Northeastern Palm Coast 

8B 8 Palm Coast 1.0 Northeastern Palm Coast 

8C 8 Palm Coast 2.3 Northeastern Palm Coast 

9A 9 Palm Coast 9.6 Downtown Palm Coast 

9B 9 Flagler Schools 7.1 Downtown Palm Coast 

10A 10 Palm Coast 34.4 Northwestern Palm Coast 

10B 10 Palm Coast 3.3 Northwestern Palm Coast 

10C 10 Palm Coast 30.2 Northwestern Palm Coast 

10D 10 Palm Coast 28.7 Northwestern Palm Coast 

10E 10 Palm Coast 27.5 Northwestern Palm Coast 
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7. The Master Plan in the Ordinance 

How will Master Plan properties be treated in the City Ordinance? 

 City-Owned Master Plan properties will occupy the highest place in the siting 

hierarchy – If a carrier elects to develop on a Master Plan property, it will not have to 

prove the properties’ suitability in comparison with other properties. This saves the carrier 

both time and resources required to build a case that another property, considered less 

viable by the City, is necessary. It will also save City resources as the properties have 

already been analyzed. 

 The development will be subject only to administrative review – The development of 

towers on the Master Plan properties has already been contemplated. 

 The City may waive application requirements for Master Plan sites – Given that the 

properties are known quantities to the City, removing certain non-critical application steps 

will reduce the resource burden on both Palm Coast and the carriers, while preserving the 

necessary integrity of the review. 

 The Master Plan properties will be permitted to host monopoles up to 150 ft. – As 

described earlier, monopoles enable carriers to develop quality, lasting network 

infrastructure as a preferred alternative to a lattice tower of a lattice tower. By best enabling 

future upgrades (i.e. building monopoles) Palm Coast may limit the need for significant 

future proliferation of cell towers to provide infrastructure to its growing population while 

setting the stage for 5G connectivity in the City. 

Any development on a City owned property will require the execution of a lease approved 

by City Council. This means that effectively, the City has final say and maximum control 

over all tower development including placement, design and footprint. While the Master 

Plan presents a streamlined approach to developing towers in the City, if the plan is 

successful, the City will retain significant control and input on the development and 

operation of wireless infrastructure. 
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8. Marketing Plan 

With the confirmation and approval of the 

Wireless Master Plan, Diamond will initiate a holistic 

marketing strategy to encourage carriers to improve 

their networks in Palm Coast. The marketing plan is as 

follows 

1. Diamond will distribute a Press Release to relevant 

industry outlets announcing the passage of the 

Wireless Master Plan and updated Ordinance. 

2. Diamond will update marketing materials for the 

overall relationship, Palm Coast’s existing towers 

and each property in the Wireless Master Plan. 

3. Diamond will distribute these marketing materials 

to the local (North/Central Florida) carrier offices 

and set up individual meetings to discuss Palm 

Coast’s wireless service needs. 

4. Diamond management will notify its corporate 

contacts at each major carrier of the opportunity. 

5. Diamond will arrange a meeting with the carriers 

and the FACT team (“carrier summits”) to create a 

plan to improve Palm Coast’s wireless service quality. The objectives will include: 

 Identifying City owned towers with available space for new carrier installations. While 

the Ordinance, the City and Diamond would encourage collocation on non-City owned 

towers, the ultimate leasing decisions lie with the carriers and tower owners. 

Tower Name Location Current Tenants Possible Tenants 

Palm Coast Tennis 

Center 

1290 Belle Terre 

Parkway 

Verizon, T-Mobile AT&T, Sprint 

Ralph Carter Park 1385 Rymfire Drive T-Mobile Verizon, AT&T and 

Sprint 

A1A Water Tank North Ocean Shore 

Boulevard 

Verizon, T-Mobile, 

Sprint 

AT&T 

Utility Drive 22 Utility Drive None Unlikely – All four 

major carriers on 

towers directly 

adjacent on Utility 

Drive 
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 Defining locations for new towers, including, if necessary, revisiting the 

property list in the Wireless Master Plan, required to “complete” the macro-

layer of carrier networks in Palm Coast. 

 Establish a development timeline and prioritization. 

6. Execute leases and installations on City owned towers – these may require 

modifications as current flagpole towers may lack the structural capacity for additional 

carrier collocation. 

7. Execute options on selected City properties for tower builds. This will require the 

City’s approval of all final design, location and footprint specifications. 

Why are the FACT Team and Diamond confident that this strategy will be 

effective? 

 Demonstrating Palm Coast’s commitment to improving wireless infrastructure will 

motivate carrier commitment to deploying it. Carriers are wary of investing capital and 

planning resources on municipalities where acquiring necessary zoning and permitting is 

costly, time consuming and unpredictable – “time to deployment” is a key assessment made in 

any discussion of spending/budget priorities. Involving City personnel at early stages of 

development discussions will provide carriers with the confidence required to invest in 

improved infrastructure in Palm Coast. 

 

 The Wireless Master Plan will expedite improved networks coming online. By establishing 

a faster, streamlined approval process for sites that are critical to fill voids in the carriers’ 

networks, Palm Coast residents and businesses can expect near term 4G connectivity AND 

sooner access to 5G technologies, as carriers will be better positioned to include the City in 

their near term deployments and upgrades. 

 

 The Wireless Master Plan could significantly mitigate carrier planning costs. A sizeable 

component of carrier resources and budgets are dedicated to “site-acquisition” – identifying 

properties that suit the coverage objective, can host wireless equipment and have a landlord 

willing to lease space and work harmoniously with the carriers throughout the life of the lease. 

By presenting properties up front that meet these described qualities, the Master Plan should 

significantly reduce these associated costs. 
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Appendix 



Parcel Number and LetterParcel Number Owner Name Use Description Primary or Secondary Area (in acres) Zoning
1A 2512301500001300000 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Secondary 1.005 PSP
1B 1912310650000C00020 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 18.100 PSP
2A 0711317059RP0M50010 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 12.398 P&G

2B* 2912310000010100030 SCHOOL BOARD OF FLAGLER COUNTY SCHOOL OWN Secondary 22.620 No info, not in city limits
2C 0711317059000RP0050 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 46.384 MPD
2D 2112310000010200010 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 4.130 PSP

3A* 2112310000010400000 BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS COUNTY   Secondary 52.330 No info, not in city limits
3B 1612310000010100040 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 13.000 PSP
3C 0711317057000000011 (smaller square in the middle of selected parcel area)/071131705700RP000B2 (central portion of the entire parcel)CITY OF PALM COAST (both are) MUNICIPAL Primary 0.037/1.522 PSP
4A 0612315815000000300 (east half of parcel) CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Secondary 4.372 MPD
4B 3211310000030400012 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Secondary 3.970 MPD
4C 3211310000030400013 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Secondary 1.310 MPD
4D 33113130600000000H0 (larger northern part of parcel) CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Secondary 7.552 MPD
4E 33113130600000000H0 (smaller southern square portion of parcel) CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 1.607 MPD
4F 0612315815000000300 (west half of parcel) CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 4.130 MPD
5A 2911310000010100010 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 54.720 PSP
5B 2011310000010100010 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 83.300 PSP
6A 16113112600000000M0 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 1.210 MPD
7A 0711317008000A00010 (small central portion of parcel, includes maintenance building) CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 1.885 MPD

8A* 0711317085001700000 SCHOOL BOARD OF FLAGLER      SCHOOL OWN Secondary 20.000 No info, not in city limits

8B** 4010313150000000460 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Secondary 0.999 No info, not in city limits
8C 0711317010RP0A00020 CITY OF PALM COAST            MUNICIPAL Primary 2.260 COM-1
9A 0711317013000000300 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 9.610 PSP
9B 1411300000010100020 SCHOOL BOARD OF FLAGLER      SCHOOL OWN Secondary 7.110 COM-2
10A 04113000000101000A5 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 34.380 MPD
10B 04113000000101000A4 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 3.270 MPD
10C 33103000000103000B4 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Primary 30.230 PSP
10D 0711317035RP0L30010 CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Secondary 28.710 PSP
10E 2210300000010300010 (western half of parcel, does not include the skinny eastern tail) CITY OF PALM COAST           MUNICIPAL Secondary 27.476 PSP

* These parcels are for marketing purposes only because located outside of city limits and NOT owned by city

** This parcel is city owned and located outside of city limits

*** Document updated 1/4/2018
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